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5ISFF� TFDVSJUZ� HVBSET� XPSLJOH� BU� 4ZEOFZ�T�
Villawood detention centre have exposed 
occupational health and safety breaches at their 
XPSLQMBDF�JO�FYDMVTJWF�JOUFSWJFXT�XJUI�$SJLFZ�

The three employees of MSS Security, one of the 
companies contracted by British multinational 
4FSDP� JO� JUT� NBOBHFNFOU� PG� BTZMVN� TFFLFST�
have told of sta! being continually forced to 
XPSL�JO�VOIFBMUIZ�DPOEJUJPOT�

MSS Security are contracted to monitor the 
outside perimeter and provide basic security 
at the Villawood centre but not manage, 
HVBSE�PS� JOUFSBDU�XJUI� UIF� BTZMVN� TFFLFST��5IF�
*NNJHSBUJPO�%FQBSUNFOU�UPME�$SJLFZ�UIBU�.44�JT�
contracted for “non-client contact”.

"MM�UISFF�.44�FNQMPZFFT�TQPLF�PO�UIF�DPOEJUJPO�
of anonymity.

(SFH� 	OPU� IJT� SFBM� OBNF
� TBJE� UIBU� GFMMPX� .44�
HVBSET�BSF�SPVUJOFMZ�UPME�UP�VOEFSUBLF�UBTLT�GPS�
which they have no training. Serco sta! are given 
minimal training to handle refugees (MSS sta! 
call them “clients”) but due to routine Serco 
VOEFSTUBóOH�BOE�JODPNQFUFODF�(SFH�DMBJNFE�
UIFZ�BSF�UPME�UP�HVBSE�BTZMVN�TFFLFST�BOE�UIFO�
blamed by Serco if anybody escapes.

“During the last protest at Villawood,” he told 
me, “when a refugee climbed onto the roof, 
Serco didn’t respond for "ve hours by which time 
11 had got onto the roof. Serco just didn’t want 
to confront the situation, hence inaction for so 
long. We all suspect that regular escapes are 
either gross incompetence on the part of Serco 
PS�DFSUBJO�4FSDP�TUBò�LOPXJOH�UIF�SFGVHFFT�BOE�
helping them escape.

“Serco has problems with absenteeism, so MSS 

sometimes "lls the gaps inside the centre, which 
we aren’t quali"ed to do. Serco doesn’t want to 
do outside perimeter monitoring because the 
facilities [for sta! ] aren’t very good.”

%VSJOH� UIF� SFDFOU� IFBUXBWF� JO� 4ZEOFZ� (SFH�
said the MSS sta! had no access to cold 
water because Resolve, another company 
sub-contracted by Serco at Villawood, which, 
BDDPSEJOH� UP�(SFH�XBOUT� UIF�TFDVSJUZ�DPOUSBDU�
switched o! the tap. “I’ve been calling for more 
CSFBLT�CFDBVTF�JO�TVNNFS�XF�DBO�U�HFU�PVU�PG�UIF�
TVO�BU�BMMw�(SFH�TBJE��i5XFMWF�IPVST�JO�UIF�PQFO�
XJUI�PGUFO�OP�TIBEF��1FPQMF� MPPLFE�TVOCVSOFE�
XIFO�UIFZ�DPNF�Pò�B�TIJGU��8PSLDPWFS�IBT�TBJE�
it’s a disgrace but nobody is doing anything 
about it.”

MSS is constantly under intense pressure from 
Serco “because they’re eternally paranoid 
about losing the contract [with the federal 
HPWFSONFOU>�BOE�UIFZ�CMBNF�VTw�TBJE�(SFH�

"DDPSEJOH� UP� (SFH� .44� NBOBHFNFOU� PGUFO�
UBLFT� PVU� JUT� GSVTUSBUJPOT� XJUI� 4FSDP� CZ�
QSFTTVSJOH�JUT�PXO�TUBò�JODMVEJOH�NBLJOH�UIFN�
XBML�NBOZ�LJMPNFUSFT�BSPVOE�UIF�QFSJNFUFS�

i0O�UIF�EBZ�*�XBT�LFFMJOH�PWFS�GSPN�IFBUw�(SFH�
recalled, “my supervisor said, ‘where’s your tie’?”

Another MSS guard, Sharon (not her real name) 
UPME� $SJLFZ� UIBU� SFTFOUNFOU� BOE� QIZTJDBM� QBJO�
is part of the job and health-and-safety legal 
requirements are routinely ignored.

“As perimeter guards we have to wait sometimes 
������NJOVUFT�GPS�B�UPJMFU�CSFBL�EVF�UP�IPX�CVTZ�
PVS�TVQFSWJTPS�JT�BOE�XF�EP�OPU�HFU�MVODI�CSFBLT�
as such, so we eat at the [security] boxes, where 
JU�T�EVTUZ�BOE�NVEEZ�IPU�PS�GSFF[JOH�EFQFOEJOH�

7JMMBXPPE�(VBSET�#MPX�8IJTUMF�PO�"CVTFT�
at Detention Centres*
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on the weather. Outside the boxes there are ant 
nests everywhere and inside you "nd ants and 
spiders. Fumigation has happened once in six 
NPOUIT� BOE� EJE� OPUIJOH� UP� LFFQ� VOEFTJSBCMFT�
out.”

Sharon con"rmed that Serco remains heavily 
understa!ed at Villawood and as a result MSS is 
GPSDFE�UP�UBLF�VQ�UIF�TMBDL��i4FSDP�PóDFST�UIJOL�
y�UIBU�XF�BSF�UBLJOH�UIFJS�KPCT�FTQFDJBMMZ�JO�UIF�
perimeter. Many Serco sta! are being sent to 
Christmas Island and Darwin even though I’ve 
seen Serco sta! at Villawood playing pool with 
clients and using the gym.”

She wonders how Serco will handle the ever-
JODSFBTJOH� JOøVY� PG� SFGVHFFT� CFJOH� IFME� JO�
mandatory detention. A recent Fairfax report 
con"rms that Serco and the Immigration 
Department are under-resourced countrywide 
to handle the system imposed by Canberra.

$SJLFZ� JOWFTUJHBUFE�.44� 4FDVSJUZ� JO� /PWFNCFS�
BOE�GPVOE�B�MBDL�PG�BDDPVOUBCJMJUZ�CFUXFFO�UIF�
company and Serco.

MSS did not answer repeated requests for 
comment, as well as emailed written questions.

.44� IBT� BCPVU� ��� TUBò� XPSLJOH� BU� 7JMMBXPPE�
EVSJOH� UIF� XFFL� BOE� BCPVU� ��� QFPQMF� PO� UIF�
XFFLFOET�

4FSDP� UPME� $SJLFZ� UIBU� UIF� DPNQBOZ� iWBMVFT�
health and safety and adopts a policy of 
[FSP�IBSN� UP� BMM� PG� JUT� FNQMPZFFT� JODMVEJOH�
TVCDPOUSBDUPST�� 4FSDP� IBT� LFZ� QFSGPSNBODF�
indicators established with its security 
TVCDPOUSBDUPST� UIBU� NVTU� CF� NFU� PS� UIFZ� SJTL�
penalties, including termination.”

Serco con"rmed that at the end of February 
Wilson Security will replace MSS Security 
at Villawood but stressed that this wasn’t 
“termination” of the contract, merely “an 
operational decision”.

(SFH� UPME� $SJLFZ� UIBU� .44� JT� DVSSFOUMZ� JO� UIF�
process of “terminating” the employment of 
NBOZ�DBTVBMT�BOE�TPNF�GVMM�UJNFST��5IFSF�JT�UBML�
of union and legal action.

The three whistle-blowers all expressed concern 
that Wilson guards would inevitably face the 

same problems MSS sta! has su!ered.

5IF� *NNJHSBUJPO� %FQBSUNFOU� UPME� $SJLFZ� UIBU�
i.44� 4FDVSJUZ� TUBò�NFNCFST� IBWF� VOEFSUBLFO�
proscribed training. It has always been the 
agreement with Serco that MSS Security sta! 
would provide perimeter and basic security; that 
is, non-client contact.”

The evidence from the MSS sta! directly 
contradicts this claim, as they are routinely 
BTLFE�UP�NPOJUPS�SFGVHFFT��4IBSPO�TBJE�UIBU�POF�
day she was told to guard 20 “clients” and she 
GFMU�iJOUJNJEBUFEw�XJUIPVU� BOZ� USBJOJOH�PS� CBDL�
up.

A third MSS whistle-blower, Monica (not her 
real name), said that “the so-called sta! from 
Serco supposed to be dismissed after the last 
escape are still at Villawood. Serco guards are 
covering for each other and sleeping on night 
shift because they are so understa!ed that every 
OJHIU�TUBò�BSF�CFJOH�BTLFE�UP�TUBZ�CBDLw�

Saturday’s Daily Telegraph claimed in a cover 
TUPSZ� IFBEMJOFE� i��� "TZMVN� 4OFBLFSTw� UIBU�
refugees have escaped immigration detention 
and Serco were principally to blame for not 
carefully guarding refugees during outside 
excursions. The federal Labor government said 
it would not hesitate "ning Serco again for the 
alleged breaches.

*NNJHSBUJPO� %FQBSUNFOU� TQPLFTNBO� 4BOEJ�
-PHBO�UXFFUFE�UP�NF�PWFS� UIF�XFFLFOE�BGUFS� *�
had blogged about this story: “Don’t ever let the 
facts get in the way of a tabloid yarn. There is 
neither substance nor truth associated with this 
report.”

$SJLFZ�IBT�CFFO�UPME�PG�OVNFSPVT�TUPSJFT�CZ�UIF�
three whistle-blowers that suggest that Serco 
and its various subcontractors are constantly 
struggling to manage the ever-changing 
requirements of their main employer, the federal 
government.

5IF� QPPS� XPSLJOH� DPOEJUJPOT� GPS� .44� TUBò�
has caused many of them to resent what they 
see as the relatively good living conditions of 
the refugees. Sharon said that, “they get free 
English classes, computer classes, hair-stylist, 
dental, glasses, mental health, doctors and 
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hospitalisation or operations as soon as required. 
During the Muslim fasting period special meals 
are delivered at a time when they are allowed to 
eat”.

Resentment increases when security sta! 
are given no guidance as to how to handle the 
situations before them. Sharon said that “clients 
can threaten or swear at you but if we do this, 
clients will lodge formal complaints with Serco 
or the Immigration Department, which could 
mean our dismissal.”

She recalled a recent incident when a MSS guard 
was told that a threat by a refugee against them 
could not be investigated — Serco allegedly 
covered up the problem by convincing the 
“client” not to lodge a formal complaint — but 
MSS was blamed for the issue.

“After the incident, the MSS guard had to beg for 
counselling, got one session and then was told 
by the human resources department of MSS that 
“my hands are tied” and the only way the guard 
would get any more counselling would be if they 
XFOU� PO� XPSLFS�T� DPNQFOTBUJPO� XIJDI� UIFZ�
avoided due to the delicate nature of the claim.”

*Antony Loewenstein is an independent 
KPVSOBMJTU� BOE� BVUIPS� DVSSFOUMZ� XPSLJOH� PO� B�
CPPL�BCPVU�EJTBTUFS�DBQJUBMJTN�BOE�QSJWBUJTBUJPO�

��'JSTU�QVCMJTIFE�JO�$SJDLFZ�DPN�BV
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